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Dark Shadows Transformed into a vampire and entombed for 200 years after
betraying vengeful witch Angelique Bouchard (Eva Green), 18th century
fishing magnate Barnabas Collins (Johnny Depp) returns to Collinwood
Manor in 1972, only to find his once proud estate in ruins and his family
plagued by macabre secrets. It was the year 1752 when Barnabas' parents
came to America to expand their business empire. But after establishing the
thriving New England fishing town of Collinsport, the family experienced a
series of misfortunes when Barnabas fell for the gorgeous Josette DuPres
(Bella Heathcoate) and cast aside beautiful witch Angelique, who cursed him
with eternal life and buried him deep in the earth. Returning home to
Collinwood Manor after being dug up by a construction crew in 1972,
Barnabas learns that Angelique has nearly driven his family out of business,
and turned the townspeople against them. Determined matriarch Elizabeth
Collins Stoddard (Michelle Pfeiffer) employs live-in psychiatrist Dr. Julia
Hoffman (Helena Bonham Carter) and enchanting governess Victoria Winters
(Heathcoate) to try and help young David Collins (Gully McGrath) get over
the mysterious death of his beloved mother, but as Barnabas gets acquainted
with his distant ancestors -- including Elizabeth's black-sheep brother Roger
(Jonny Lee Miller) and headstrong teenage daughter Carolyn Stoddard (Chloe
Moretz) their suffering weighs heavily on his shoulders. Later, when
Angelique learns that Barnabas has returned on a mission to restore his family
to its former glory and fallen for the radiant Victoria (who is actually Josette
reincarnate), she vows to make his suffering unimaginable if he should dare
refuse her once again. Jackie Earle Haley, Bella Heathcote, and Gulliver
McGrath co-star. Warner
Sons of Anarchy Season 4 Ride full-throttle with the Sons of Anarchy into the
most intense, adrenaline-charged season ever! Out of prison and back in
business, Samcro faces a powerful new nemesis as they forge an unlikely
alliance and head in a dangerous new direction. As a deadly internal power
struggle rocks the club to its very core, Jax struggles with the legacy of his
father and makes plans for the future of his family amid chaos, corruption,
betrayal, and murder. Action-packed with electrifying extended episodes, Sons
of Anarchy: Season Four will take you for the ride of your life! Fox
The Good Wife Season 3 Turns out the good wife is not afraid to be bad.
Tougher in the courtroom. Stronger for her family. And hotter than ever behind
closed doors. Season 3 reveals a new side to Alicia Florrick (Emmy and
Golden Globe winner Julianna Margulies)... and she likes it. Upping her game
at the office, Alicia is pivotal in helping Lockhart/Gardner navigate a year of
rough waters. While she and Will (Josh Charles) finally get their romantic
timing right, there are consequences for both. She has a new professional
adversary in her ex, Peter Florrick (Chris Noth), who aligns with Alicia's rival
Cary (Matt Czuchry). Will faces disbarment, Diane (Christine Baranski) tries
to keep the firm afloat and Kalinda (Emmy winner Archie Panjabi) tries to
mend her damaged relationship with her best friend. Meanwhile, Eli (Alan
Cumming) has joined the firm, clashing with partners, attorneys and Alicia as
only he can. From the start of this 6-disc, 22-episode collection, The Good
Wife is a brand-new woman. Paramount/CBS
The Courier In a business that asks no questions, The Courier (Jeffrey Dean
Morgan), is the best out there - but he wasn't expecting a deal like this. Deliver
a briefcase, get a million dollars. What's the catch? Fail, and his family gets
killed. The briefcase belongs to a killer as elusive as a nightmare, and so
feared that the entire Underworld trembles at the mention of his name. And
with a new partner by his side (Josie Ho), it's hard to know who to trust.
Hounded by hit men and hustlers, double-dealing feds and double-crossing
accomplices, the Courier embarks on an impossible journey that ultimately
unravels his own murky past. Well Go USA
London 2012 The Games of the XXX Olympiad turned the world's attention
to London, and for 17 days we watched as the world's greatest athletes chased
their dreams. Though separated by geographical origins and cultural
backgrounds, all competitors shared the undeniable attributes of athleticism
and determination. Each venue provided exhilarating performances... from the
swimming pool to the beach volleyball court... from the track to the soccer
field, and from the gymnastics center to the basketball court. Michael Phelps
became the most decorated Olympian of all time, Missy Franklin emerged as a
rising star in the pool, Usain Bolt confirmed his title as the world's fastest
man, Misty May-Treanor and Kerry Walsh Jennings won their third straight
beach volleyball gold, and the Fierce Five earned Olympic gold in women's
gymnastics... these and many other captivating and unforgettable moments of
those two weeks in London will last forever on this official commemorative 2
hour DVD. Vivendi
Hunger Games Every year in the ruins of what was once North America, the
Capitol of the nation of Panem forces each of its twelve districts to send a
teenage boy and girl to compete in the Hunger Games. Sixteen-year-old
Katniss Everdeen volunteers in her younger sister's place and must rely upon
her sharp instincts when she's pitted against highly trained Tributes who have
prepared their entire lives. If she's ever to return home to District 12, Katniss
must make impossible choices in the arena that weigh survival against
humanity and life against love. Lionsgate
For The Love of Money One man leaves his old, seedy, gangster-filled
lifestyle to start over with his family. After he relocates to Los Angeles, it isn't
long before the world of crime that he tried to escape finds him. Threatened by
a dangerously temperamental gangster, his criminal cousin and a drug lord,
Isaac finds getting a fresh start almost impossible. As those close to him fall
victim to the promises of quick money by the way of the gun, violence
surrounds him until he has no choice but to confront it. He'll do whatever it
takes to keep those close to him safe, even if it means going back to his old
ways. Lionsgate
Funkytown In Montreal in 1976, they all wanted to see and be seen at the
trendiest club in town, and juggled freedom and tradition, lovers and family,
drugs and sobriety, fame and anonymity, in a time when excess was the norm,
and disco ruled. Based on true events, Funkytown brings back the glitter,
glamour and edginess of that era. Wolfe
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The Untouchables Season 4 Volume 1 & 2 Catch up with The Untouchables,
unveiling Season 4 for the first time on DVD! The first 14 episodes, digitally
remastered on 4 discs, capture Eliot Ness (Robert Stack) and company in all
their G-Men glory. Ness is Prohibition Agent #1, leading a team of diehard
Feds who cannot be scared, duped, or bribed. Aside from upholding
Prohibition, Agents Lee Hobson (Paul Picerni), Enrico Rossi (Nicholas
Georgiade), William Youngfellow (Abel Fernandez), and Jack Rossman (Steve
London) widen their net to focus on the city's other rampant crimes... from
racketeering to prostitution. For every bad guy obsessed with power, there is
an Untouchable ready and waiting to take him down. Narrated by renowned
commentator Walter Winchell, this first-rate drama becomes a time capsule for
the best and worst of 1930s Chicago. Volume 2 The second volume of The
Untouchables Season 4 goes out with a bang with the final 16 episodes of the
series on 4 discs, each digitally remastered for the first time for their release
on DVD. Tough-as-nails federal agent Eliot Ness (Emmy Award winner
Robert Stack) runs a tight team of agents determined to face down and take
down whatever the mob throws their way. Ness and his crew of agents - Lee
Hobson (Paul Picerni), Enrico Rossi (Nicholas Georgiade), William
Youngfellow (Abel Fernandez), and Jack Rossman (Steve London) - go after
Brazilian mobsters, bottle-at-a-time bootleggers, crime czars and their
attendant hoodlums, thugs, and hitmen in the name of decency and the law of
the land. Paramount/CBS
Superman vs The Elite When catastrophe strikes, Superman once again rushes
into action, but this time he gets some unexpected help from a new squad of
super heroes calling themselves The Elite. Comprised of four powerful beings
and spearheaded by the brash and calculating Manchester Black, this new
force brings a raw, no-holds-barred mentality to the battle against evil. With
swelling public support of The Elite's vicious methods, the stage is set for a
showdown that has Superman feeling outnumbered and outdated. Featuring a
stellar voice cast headed by George Newbern, Pauley Perrette and Robin Atkin
Downes, this epic DC Comics Premiere Movie adventure explodes with a
clash of styles and super powers that begs the question: which will break first The Man of Steel or his code? Warner
Stanley Cup Los Angeles Kings 2012 Champions For the first time in
franchise history, the Los Angeles Kings are Stanley Cup Champions. NHL
Original Productions takes you behind the glass, on the bench and into the
locker room as the Kings embark on a historic journey through the regular
season and battle the Vancouver Canucks, St. Louis Blues, Phoenix Coyotes
and New Jersey Devils during the Stanley Cup Playoffs. Backstopped by Conn
Smythe trophy winner Jonathan Quick and led by captain Dustin Brown,
dynamic forwards Anze Kopitar and Mike Richards, and defenseman Drew
Doughty. Los Angeles defeated the top 3 seeds of the Western Conference en
route to becoming the first 8th seed in NHL history to hoist the most coveted
trophy in sports - the Stanley Cup. Exclusive interviews with players, coaches
and Kings legends provide an inside look at one of the most memorable
championship runs in NHL history. The Cup has finally come to LA!
Experience every historic moment of the 2012 Stanley Cup Champion Los
Angeles Kings' season. Warner
Dexter 6th Season It's begun! The sixth season finds America's favorite serial
killer with a new lease on life... and death. Dexter's Dark Passenger is alive
and well as he manages to stay in the shadows, do his job and be a single
father. With Trinity in his rearview mirror, life becomes a bit more
complicated for Dexter as he discovers religion in more ways than one. An
outbreak of gruesome killings based on the Book of Revelations and the
emergence of the Doomsday Killer puts Dexter and Miami Homicide on the
hunt for a new beast of biblical proportions. Can Dexter catch him before the
Apocalypse? Or is this holy beast too much even for him? The critically
acclaimed original series from Showtime is back with all 12 jaw-dropping
episodes. Showtime
Stallone: Rambo First Blood, Cop Land, Lock Up Rambo: First Blood
Academy Award nominee Sylvester Stallone stars as war hero, ex-Green Beret
John Rambo in the one that started it all! First Blood is an explosive
action-thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final
powerful frame. Cop Land When the sheriff of a small, seemingly peaceful
town populated by big-city police officers uncovers a deadly conspiracy
among its residents, he is forced to take action - and make a dangerous choice
between protecting his idols... and upholding the law! Sylvester Stallone,
Robert De Niro, Harvey Keitel and Ray Liotta star in this critically acclaimed
film. Lock Up "This is hell and I'm going to give you a guided tour!" With
these chilling words, a sadistic prison warden (Donald Sutherland) welcomes
convict Frank Leone (Sylvester Stallone) to Gateway Prison, igniting an
electrifying battle of wills in a riveting, heroic thriller. Lionsgate
Power Rangers Super Samurai Vol. 1 Join the Samurai Rangers when their
ongoing conflict with Master Xandred reaches epic proportions as he sends
more dangerous Nighlok monsters to finish the Samurai once and for all. It's
up to Mentor Ji and Gold Ranger Antonio to uncover the secrets of a legendary
black box that will morph the Rangers into Super Samurai! By combining
their extraordinary power symbols and Megazords to create new and
incredible combinations, the Samurai become better and stronger. But will that
be enough when a new villain surfaces, determined to defeat the Rangers once
and for all? Includes 4 Megazord-powered adventures! Lionsgate
Power Rangers Super Samurai Vol. 2 Get ready for more Super Samurai
showdowns with Jayden, Kevin, Mia, Emily and Mike in their ongoing quest
to keep the city streets safe from Master Xandred, Serrator and more menacing
Nighloks! When a young guardian accidentally releases the ancient and
dangerous BullZord, the Rangers must work together to tame the Bull into
becoming a powerful new MegaZord! And after Antonio and Mentor Ji get
kidnapped, the Rangers must face a daunting army of Moogers to save their
friends. Jump aboard the Samurai Battlewing for these four adventures
morphing with unstoppable action and mega mayhem! Lionsgate
Shark Week Strangers find themselves isolated by a wealthy madman on his
island compound, where they are forced into a horrifying gauntlet of
ever-deadlier species of sharks in this horror shocker. Asylum
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The Big Bang Theory: 1st Season Physicists Leonard and Sheldon understand
everything from the inescapable gravitational pull of a black hole to the intricate
structure of the atom. But take those atoms and assemble them into a woman, and
their comprehension comes to a grinding halt. And when Penny, a woman with all
those atoms in all the right places, moves in across the hall, Leonard and Sheldon's
universe begins to expand in ways they never could have imagined. When series
creators Chuck Lorre (Two and a Half Men) and Bill Prady (Dharma & Greg)
combine equal parts science, superheroes and sex and add stars Johnny Galecki
(Roseanne) and Jim Parsons (Judging Amy), the result is an explosively funny
comedy for the nerd in all of us. Warner
The Big Bang Theory: 2nd Season The science of funny is back! At work,
physicists Leonard and Sheldon and their geek pals conquer the cosmos. At home,
real life - from dating to driving - conquers them. This season, Leonard gets a girl.
So does Sheldon. (Sheldon?!) Howard drives the Mars Rover into a ditch. Raj
woos a terminator. Gorgeous girl-next-door Penny falls under the spell of Age of
Conan. And super-smart, überconfident Leslie Winkler reduces mere men to
spineless jellyfish. Twenty-three laugh-filled episodes from series creators Chuck
Lorre (Two and a Half Men) and Bill Prady (Gilmore Girls) and a talented cast
with astronomical comedy I.Q.s show why Big Bang is such a big hit. Warner
Two and a half Men Season 9 Season Nine comes with big changes - and even
bigger laughs from the Men of TV's favorite comedy! When hopeless nebbish Alan
Harper (Jon Cryer) and his fast-maturing son Jake (Angus T. Jones) suddenly find
themselves without a place to call home, their solution walks in off the beach in
the form of internet gazillionaire, Walden Schmidt (Ashton Kutcher), who buys the
Malibu beach pad and offers to let Alan and Jake stay. Soon, the three guys bond,
forming a substitute family, and find themselves involved in all sorts of comedic
exploits that you've come to expect from Two and a Half Men. As the season
unfolds, Walden turns to Alan (of all people) for advice on his forlorn love life,
Jake considers his future as a high school graduate, and Walden considers the
upside of Berta's "special" brownies. Meanwhile, Alan has a brush with death and even worse - life without a view of the ocean. 24 fresh episodes - serious manly
fun! Warner
Criminal Minds Season 7 The FBI's Behavioral Analysis Unit (BAU) is trained to
blow your mind. Season 7 of Criminal Minds explodes on to DVD with 23
thrilling episodes. The season begins with the team reeling from the presumed
death of Emily Prentiss, and answering to a Senate Committee about their
subsequent actions. Profiling expert David Rossi (Joe Mantegna) is faced with a
personal crisis involving his ex-wife, while team leader Aaron Hotchner oversees
his crew on a series of increasingly twisted, complex cases. But with a powerhouse
team that includes Dr. Spencer Reid, Special Agent Derek Morgan, Special Agent
Jennifer "JJ" Jareau and technical analyst Penelope Garcia, no killer ever makes a
clean getaway. Paramount/CBS
Meeting Evil Samuel L. Jackson and Luke Wilson star in Meeting Evil, an intense
psychological thriller that will bring you face to face with pure terror. Jackson is
Richie, a mysterious stranger who shows up at John's (Wilson) door asking for
help with his car. All too soon, the mild-mannered John discovers he has become
an unwilling passenger, trapped in a murderous ride through town and deep into
the countryside. When Richie decides to pay a visit to John's wife (Leslie Bibb)
and kids, John has no choice but to confront this sadistic and unpredictable killer,
but saving his family will ultimately come at a terrible price. Sony
Boss Season One Betrayal starts from within. Mayor Tom Kane (Golden Globe
winner Kelsey Grammer) is King of Chicago and he rules his domain with an iron
fist. Deception, scandal, and betrayal go hand in hand with Kane's form of politics.
As long as he gets the job done, the people of Chicago look the other way. Despite
being the most effective mayor in recent history, Kane is hiding a dark secret. A
degenerative brain disorder is ripping everything away from him and he can't trust
his memory, his closest allies, or even himself. Watch as Kane viciously fights
battles on all fronts in Boss: Season One. Lionsgate
Intruders Is the chilling story of two children living in different countries, each
visited nightly by a faceless being who wants to take possession of them. Though
no one can see him, Hollow Face lurks in the corners, desperately desiring love but
only knowing how to spread fear and hate. He creeps into the life of John Farrow
(Clive Owen) after Farrow's beloved 13-year-old daughter Mia (Ella Purnell) is
assaulted in their home. The line between the real and the imaginary blurs as
fissures start to open within the family unit. It seems that no security measure can
keep Hollow Face out. Millennium
Dark Nemesis In a post-apocalyptic world ravaged by feuding warlords, a group
of desperate soldiers hatch a plan to steal a Warlord's treasure and start a new life.
When they are faced with the threat of horrific death at the hands of the Warlord's
executioners, the men escape into a desolate and forbidden land known only as
The Shadowlands. Now the men must flee from the Warlord's vicious assassins
while defending themselves from the terrifying creatures that inhabit the land. MTI
The Sword Identity In the Southern Chinese city of Guancheng, during the Ming
Dynasty, there lived four families, each of them faithful keepers of martial arts.
Anyone who wants to establish a new form or technique of kung fu has to fight
their way through the families' gates. But when one man's request is rejected, he
will be put through a series of fights, determined to prove that his sword is
invincible. Lionsgate
Jesse Stone: Benefit of the Doubt The chief is back on the job. When a shocking
double homicide rocks the quiet town of Paradise, Stone is forced back into action.
His police department nearly emptied of staff, he has to rely on his expert intuition
to sort through a maze of misleading clues as he attempts to unravel the mysterious
murders. Kathy Baker, Gloria Reuben, Robert Carradine, Saul Rubinek and
William Devane co-star in this thrilling installment, based upon characters created
in Robert B. Parker's Jesse Stone books. Sony
NCIS Season 9 The NCIS team is back in action with all 24 suspense-filled
episodes of Season 9. Special Agent Jethro Gibbs (Mark Harmon) continues to
lead the team at the Naval Criminal Investigative Service as they probe into
intense military matters, including national security breaches, a secret society of
superheroes, and brutal murders - one of which drops them in the heart of
Afghanistan and another which leads them to a long-lost agent. Co-stars Michael
Weatherly, Cote de Pablo, Sean Murray, Pauley Perrette, Rocky Carroll, Brian
Dietzen and David McCallum comprise this do-or-die unit that seeks truth beyond
a doubt and puts justice above all. On DVD for the first time, this must-own 6-disc
collection contains exclusive special features that make a case for gripping drama.
Paramount/CBS

